ShowHow:
Supporting Expository Video Capture and Access

Abstract

Video content creators invest enormous effort creating work that is in turn typically viewed passively. However, learning tasks using video requires users not only to consume the content but also to engage, interact with, and repurpose it. Furthermore, to promote learning with video in domains where content creators are not necessarily videographers, it is important that capture tools facilitate creation of interactive content. In this paper, we describe some early experiments toward this goal. A literature review coupled with formative field studies led to a system design that can incorporate a broad set of video-creation and interaction styles.
1. Introduction

The ways in which we learn and share knowledge with others are deeply entwined with the technologies that enable the capture and sharing of information. As face-to-face communication becomes supplemented with rich media — textual books, illustrations and photographs, audio, film and video, and more — the possibilities for knowledge transfer expand. Amid the growth of Internet sharing and pervasive mobile devices, the mass creation of online expository videos, including how-to, tutorial, and lecture videos, is an emerging trend. In this work, we explore augmenting the video capture and access processes for both lightweight as well as more procedural expository content.

While past work has shown that video is not always the best presentation format for all learning tasks [14], graphics that show how to accomplish a task improve understanding beyond textual descriptions [9].

For some tasks, video has been shown to be particularly helpful beyond static graphics [8,16]. This is intuitive since some tasks involve a gradual transition that is difficult to show in static photos (for example, fluffing egg whites). Other tasks might involve multimedia feedback (for example, playing a tin whistle). Video can also help coordinate a series of steps into a global action described statically. For example, the act of kicking a football can be shown as a series of static shots: lining up the foot, striking the ball at a particular spot, following through, etc. But without seeing these individual elements combined in one swift strike it can be difficult to know what the composite end result should realistically look like. Furthermore, video does not preclude integrating static content — many video editing tools support the integration of static photos that can be “played” for some period of time within the video. For these reasons, we focus on video-based support for expository content.

However, video alone cannot support all of the tasks involved in tools to support learning. Often, expository video involves a more definite progression of steps or important points than other genres. We hypothesize it may be useful to expose this structure at the interface level. Some tasks may also require supporting documentation such as text, high resolution photos, schematics, audio clips, etc.

To test our intuition that video augmented with bookmarks and multimedia annotations can enhance the capturing and accessing processes for expository video, we took a two-pronged approach: one focusing exclusively on understanding current practice and one experimenting with an early prototype. Our goal was to understand both latent issues with off-the-shelf tools and also to gain a sense of how likely users would be to adopt novel expository capture and access tools. Our findings suggest that tools should support a broad set of creation styles with a unified access and annotation interface, the design and construction of which we describe at the conclusion of the paper.

2. Tool requirements and design

Our approach to uncovering the requirements necessary for tools to support expository video content involved understanding past work investigating the role of media in learning and knowledge transfer and conducting first-hand, participatory observations of the use of off-the-shelf capture and access tools. Eiriksdottir and Catrambone conducted an extensive review of instructions for procedural tasks that has particular applicability to expository video content [7]. The authors suggest that specific procedural instructions grounded with realistic examples and sparse use of the more general principles involved in the task all contribute to better primary task
performance but poor learning and transfer to other tasks. A greater emphasis on principles combined with “fading”, or relating specific examples and instructions to higher-level concepts, can help transfer and learning.

In many cases, users of how-to or tutorial videos will need to fix an object without particularly needing or wanting to learn about general principles — for example, when fixing their printer. Thus it is critical that tools support initial performance, implying a focus on step-by-step instructions. Other work has shown that higher quality examples correspond with better task performance [15] and that learning can improve when complemented with video-based examples in particular [13]. Coupled with Clark’s and Mayer’s finding that multimedia is especially useful for “learners who have low knowledge of a domain,” [6] this work suggests that tools for creating tutorial and how-to video should support links to concrete examples and complementary multimedia materials. However, it is equally important that the tool make it possible for users to develop knowledge transferable to other tasks and domains. For this, tools should support users actively navigating [17] as well as annotating and editing to develop their own interpretations of video content [21,3]. Zhang et al. found that interactive video in particular “achieved significantly better learning performance” than non-linear video because 1) content can be repeated; 2) the interface enables random access, which “is expected to increase learner engagement” and allows the user to control the pace of learning; and 3) it can increase learner attentiveness [22].

Overall, past work suggests that interactive video complemented with rich multimedia materials and specific examples can help users both complete short-term tasks as well as potentially develop transferable knowledge.

We found similar issues in our formative field work. Our observations (reported more extensively here [4]) showed that how-to video authors require straightforward, unobtrusive capture. We also found that how-to creators and users alike want to be able to add marks and multimedia annotations to video and to share their videos and annotations with colleagues.

In summary, Torrey et al. found that how-to “sharing occurs within and across a collection of communication tools without any centralized control” [18] and that people tend to find information by browsing as much as by more directed search [19]. We found that tools for the capture, creation, and access of how-to guides were similarly decentralized. This finding led us to develop tools to capture and convert content created in different formats to a consistent view. Content creators and learners alike can use a single web-based application to browse, skim, and navigate content from a variety of sources.

3. Web-based tools for ingest, annotation, and access

We built a collection of tools that can support the more decentralized approach to content creation:

**Capture** Users can upload arbitrary videos to our server via a simple drag-and-drop interface, or they can specify a URL of a YouTube video to annotate. We have also built tools to convert different types of expository content into annotateable videos (see 3.1).

**View and annotate** Inspired by other tools that use bookmarks to index interface actions [2] and other events\(^\text{1}\), we built an HTML5-based web client to support creation, editing, sharing, and viewing of bookmarked, annotated videos (see Figure 1). This client is designed for desktops and tablets and supports bookmarking and annotation. Users can also filter bookmarks by content-creator or with a live search of the bookmark’s title and text annotations.

\(^\text{1}\) http://teachscape.com
Mobile viewer  We built a separate viewer explicitly for mobile phones. This simplified interface allows users to swipe the screen to navigate between bookmarks (or 10-second chunks if there are no bookmarks present). The main web viewer will automatically switch to this view if it detects a small-screen device.

Search  Videos and their bookmarks and annotations are searchable in a separate interface. Search results can link to an entire video or a specific bookmark within a video. We can use these tools to view a range of expository video types.

3.1 Bookmarking informal videos

For more informal expository content, such as guides or how-to videos, bookmarks are typically either explicit steps or important points within the video. Bookmarks in ShowHow can be used flexibly. The bookmarks in Figure 1 are a combination of steps (bookmarks 1 and 3-6) as well as one that marks an important point (bookmark 2).

The ShowHow interface supports manually adding bookmarks to any type of video. For certain types of videos, important points or steps can be extracted automatically. As an example, SketchScan\(^2\) allows the user to capture an image, select regions in the image and associate audio annotations with them, and finally generate a video from the sequence of image regions and their audio annotations. We built the SketchScan system before ShowHow, but the content it yields lends itself easily to bookmarking. Without changing SketchScan at all, we built an ingest tool for ShowHow that can detect boundaries in SketchScan videos by correlating breaks in the audio with global changes in the video’s image content.

We built a similar ingestion tool for the Snapguide system. Snapguide is a third-party application that makes it easy to create and publish multimedia instructions with a mobile tool. It is fundamentally step-based — users create steps first and then fill them in with content, such as a photo, video clip, and text. The interface that SnapGuide uses to display individual guides therefore more closely resembles traditional step-by-step recipe guides than a how-to video. Inspired by work that combines static and dynamic content in online tutorials [5], we created an ingest tool to ShowHow that converts each step, which may

\(^2\) http://sketchscan.fxpal.com

Figure 1. The main ShowHow web viewer and editor. (Left) Numbered rectangles along the timeline are bookmarks. Users can toggle the player to pause after each bookmark or skip material between bookmarks; re-record the audio track; or edit bookmark durations. (Right) The annotation view allows users to label bookmarks as well as to add multimedia annotations. Here, the user has added a labeled photo annotation just below the first bookmark.
be a video clip or a photo and may include optional text, into a single video with text-based annotations. This conversion process allows us to view yet another type of how-to content in a consistent interface.

3.2 Bookmarking produced videos

For more deliberately produced content, bookmarks tend to have more explicit mappings, such as title screens or, in lecture videos, transitions between slides.

In this domain, we have thus far focused on lecture content available through Coursera[^3], which recently enrolled its one millionth student[^4], and specifically the Machine Learning course[^5]. The course's video content blends shots of the instructor speaking and shots of a slide stream with audio commentary. The videos include a substantial amount of handwritten annotation with electronic ink overlaid on the slides.

To ingest these videos into ShowHow, the primary goal is to automatically temporally segment the videos according to the slides that are shown and discussed. The slides reflect the presenter's topical structuring of the content. We leverage this structuring to facilitate video browsing and navigation via bookmarks in ShowHow. Detected slide segments are associated with corresponding bookmarks that pre-populate the ShowHow player. Bookmarks can then be deleted, added, or augmented with annotations by users.

The video analysis includes three components. The first is a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, which discriminates shots of the presenter from shots of slides. This classifier was trained on standard (RGB) color histogram features computed over a non-uniform spatial grid that emphasizes the center of the frame. The classifier was trained using video frames from an optional tutorial section of the course that were manually labeled. Classification was found to be more reliable than face detection, which exhibited a high rate of false positives.

The second component is a simple frame difference detector adapted from previous work on lecture video analysis [1]. We compare temporally adjacent frames pixel-wise. We filter out regions of change with low spatial support, and sum the remaining number of pixels above a threshold. When the number of changed pixels exceeds 45% of the frame, we detect a slide change. This simple approach has been reliable in our initial experiments.

The final component is a more refined frame difference analysis designed to detect the addition of electronic ink annotations. As before, we apply spatial filtering to remove small changed pixel regions. We then sum the number of remaining changed pixels and declare a new annotation if the sum exceeds 10% of the frame area. In this case, we also apply a stability constraint. Specifically, we save a keyframe that includes the new annotation after the number of changed pixels in the inter-frame difference image remains below the 10% threshold for at least two seconds. This avoids detecting multiple incomplete versions of a single annotation.

Given a source video, we first apply the SVM classifier to detect frames that show the speaker. We next sample the video one frame per second and compute the inter-frame differences as above. From this processing, we construct a two level temporal segmentation. The first level includes each unique slide-based segment. In the second level, we include the times at which any complete ink annotations are overlaid on each slide. Shots of the speaker are currently not included in this segmentation, since they usually provide little useful visual context to aid in video navigation.

Figure 2 shows an example in which the

[^3]: http://coursera.com
[^4]: http://goo.gl/tmWMF6
[^5]: https://www.coursera.org/course/ml
slide-based segments appear as bookmarks for one of the Coursera videos. Currently the user can enter bookmark titles manually — we also plan to develop tools to derive them automatically or semi-automatically using OCR and transcript data.

3.3 Spatial navigation

ShowHow can exploit the detected slide segmentation to generate navigable overviews with which users can efficiently “skim” the video.

After detecting slide changes events and the subordinate annotation boundary boxes, the system generates interactive overview images so that users can navigate the video spatially. The overview image displays the complete set of annotations.

The bounding boxes of slide annotations can enhance navigation of the overview image. The system uses hierarchical clustering of the set of detected bounding boxes to experiment with the number (granularity) of time points at which the user can jump into the video. Grouping by time is the most natural approach. However, incorporating spatial information into the clustering is a natural extension when the content is added in a consistent manner such as “left to right” or “top to bottom”.

We built an interface in which all distinct slides appear and are shown with all added presenter annotations, providing hierarchical non-linear access. Users can first indicate a slide segment of interest. By selecting an annotation shown on the overview thumbnail for that slide segment, users can navigate to the sub-segment in which the annotation is added.

An example of this class of content appears in Figure 3. Figure 3 (left, center) shows the first and last frames from an automatically detected slide segment. The addition of both slide text and presenter annotations is evident through the course of the time the slide appears in the video. Figure 3 (right) shows the results of annotation detection and clustering. Each cluster of annotations (indicated by the color of the overlaid bounding boxes) partitions the slide segment in time into sub-segments. Users can directly access the sub-segments by selecting the annotations allowing them a second level of non-linear access to the video.

Once constructed, overview images are integrated into our video player (see Figure 2). In the UI the timeline is divided into segments corresponding to each boundary event (i.e., the
timespan of each overview image). When interacting with a navigable overview with sub-segments, pressing and holding a region of the overview image will generate feedback on the timeline indicating to what time the video would seek if the user were to click on that region. The feedback will update automatically as the user moves their finger (or a mouse cursor) around the overview image. When they release, the system navigates to the indicated position after a delay.

This system can be applied to video exhibiting content change events other than slide transitions. For example, content in Khan Academy\textsuperscript{6} videos transitions via scrolls – our system can detect these scrolls and build navigable overviews similar to the slide-based content described above (and similar to [12]).

4. Conclusion and future work

Past systems for disseminating knowledge focused on textual descriptions of problems and solutions [20]. In contrast, our goal is to explore the use of multimedia to both capture and represent tacit information as well as relevant contextual cues.

The tools we developed for this purpose are relevant for how-to descriptions as well as a wider range of expository multimedia content. Literature reviews and case studies we conducted led us to the conclusion that the best tools are those that flexibly incorporate a variety of tools that support different styles of capture and access. This directly inspired the design of an HTML5-based video annotation system that supports automated bookmark generation for some content as well as manually added bookmarks and multimedia annotations.

This new tool was designed to work across a variety of platforms including desktops, tablets, and phones. The next steps for the work are to deploy the new tools more broadly to better understand their ability to support both lightweight how-to content as well as more professionally produced content.

Furthermore, past work suggested that first-person video instructions can improve performance on assembly [10] and learning [11] tasks. We are currently investigating methods to better integrate head-mounted capture systems in order to generate interactive video tutorials from the user’s viewpoint.

Finally, one consistent finding is that static visuals, such as still images and diagrams, and dynamic visuals, such as animations and videos, support different types of learning.

Specifically, static visuals “promote understanding of processes,” while animated visuals better convey procedures [6]. We are currently extending our HTML5 tool suite to seamlessly weave together a variety of media types, including static images, animated images, videos, and audio. This will allow content creators complete flexibility in conveying both how to complete hands-on tasks as well as the fundamental processes underlying them.

\textsuperscript{6} http://www.khanacademy.org
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